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 Error Correction 

1 walk                                                     (t) walking 

2 all                                                     (wo) Omit the word / leave out 

3 can like                                               (v) would like or wants 

4 do not                                                  (t) does not  

5 when it snows the kids not allowed 
to play outside                             (p +a) 

When (p) is snows the kids are (a) not 
allowed to play outside. 

6 pritty                                                    (S) pretty 

7 mather                                                (S) mother 

8 two                                                       (s)   too 

9 Joe father goes to the gas station. 
His tyre is broken.                  (P+ A+V) 

Joe’s father goes to the gas station because 
his tyre is flat. 

10 Joe is going to Peter to through the 
ball.                                            (wo+ s) 

Joe is going to throw the ball with Peter. 
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Correction worksheet  

Word Order: please write these sentences in the correct word order. 

1) boy a Joe is. 

2) Pieter with friends is Joe. 

3) Sister loves his Joe. 

4) basketball is good at Peter. 

5) 11 old year is Joe. 

Spelling: Please correct the following spelling mistakes. 

1)   Joe is walking to/two the park. 

2)  Joe has a pretty/pritty mom.  

3) Pieter throw/through the ball. 

4) She is very nice and kind/kynd. 

5) she has dark hair/hear. 

 

Punctuation: Please fill in the missing punctuations. 

1) joe lives in new york 

2) peter likes to play soccer basketball and tennis 

3) on sanday susan goes to church  

4) my mom jill does her shopping at spar 

5)  are we going to play ball later today 

 

Vocabulary: Please fill in the correct word. 

1) Joes sister send him a …..there was a picture of the island on it.  

Postcard/ credit card/letter 

2) Susan picked up the …….of the broken glass and threw them away. 

Pieces/ parts/ portions 

3) Pieter and Joe had a great …….at the party last night. 

Hour/ minute/ time 

4) They didn’t come alone. They …….a friend with them. 

took/ brought/ carried 

5) Joe found some old pictures and made a….with them. 

Library/ newspaper/ album. 


